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Henderson, NV – Hogue Incorporated is pleased to announce their OverMolded® 
rubber stock for the Remington 700 that now accommodates an Accuracy International 
(AICS) detachable box magazine. With the growing popularity of using a detachable box 
magazine with bolt action rifles, Hogue manufactured a stock that comes cut with what’s 
known as a “Badger inlet” and readily accepts M5 pattern bottom metal for a detachable 
box magazine. 

The inlet in the factory stock on the Remington 700 is too small to accommodate a 
bottom plate for a detachable box magazine. The inlet that needs to be cut has popular-
ly become known as a “Badger inlet,” so in an effort to eliminate the burden of 
alterations for the end user, Hogue designed a stock that already comes cut with the 
inlet and fits the Remington 700 perfectly. The benefits are two-fold. First, the shooter 
has a much more comfortable and sturdy stock composed of Hogue’s OverMolded 
rubber, and secondly he or she is able to “turn grandpa’s bolt action rifle into a modern 
military sporting weapon,” stated owner Pat Hogue. “There’s really no better way to 
manage ammunition while using a bolt action rifle.”

Hogue’s OverMolded stocks are truly revolutionary. They are constructed by molding a 
super strong, rigid fiberglass reinforced skeleton, or “insert,” that precisely fits the long 
gun’s action. This rigid skeleton is then OverMolded with a durable, but soft, synthetic 

elastomer (rubber). During the heat and extreme pressure of injection molding the 
elastomer adheres chemically as well as mechanically to the skeleton, resulting in a 
permanent bond between the rubber and the insert. The super strong skeleton gives the 
stocks their strength, and the precise molded dimensions provide a perfect drop-in fit.

Additionally, the Remington 700 OverMolded stock with Badger inlet contains a full 
length aluminum bedding block inside the frame of the stock. This solid aluminum is a 
7075 aircraft aluminum block that completely surrounds the action and extends full 
length into the forend. This full length block absolutely guarantees the ultimate in 
accuracy potential by providing rock-solid stability over the full length of the stock. In 
fact, the Hogue full bed block stock has been independently tested and was the only 
stock that retained zero movement after a 30 foot drop.

Currently the Remington 700 OverMolded stock with “Badger inlet” is offered in black for 
both standard and heavy barrels, and is priced at $259.95 MSRP. 

Hogue supports local dealers and encourages customers to purchase their tactical rifle 
accessories locally. Please call Hogue directly at 1-800-438-4747 or visit 
www.hogueinc.com for more information, to locate a dealer near you, or to request a 
Hogue catalog.
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FULL LENGTH ALUMINUM BEDDING BLOCK

• 7075 AIRCRAFT ALUMINUM • ROCK SOLID STABILITY

• SURROUNDS ACTION AND EXTENDS
   FULL LENGTH INTO FOREND

• RETAINED ZERO MOVEMENT 
   AFTER 30FT DROP TEST

Durable, but soft, 
synthetic elastomer 

(rubber) 

Sling studs make 
attaching a sling easy 

and quick

Hogue’s reputable 
recoil pad with rigid 
base plate and 
super-soft elastomer 
overmold 

Hogue stock readily 
accepts bottom metal 

for a detachable 
magazine (parts not 

included)

Full length aluminum bed block 
with a rigid fiberglass 

reinforced skeleton precisely 
fits the long gun’s action

Available in standard 
barrel and heavy barrel

“TURN GRANDPA’S BOLT ACTION 
RIFLE INTO A MODERN MILITARY 

SPORTING WEAPON”

Hogue Overmolded Stock with Badger Inlet

Remington 700 Short Action Standard Barrel
Remington 700 Short Action Heavy/Varmint Barrel

Black

70004
70014

Price

$259.99
$259.99


